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ABSTRACT

We report on the results of nonlinear ionization and dissociation of gas-phase di-
atomic molecules, H2, D2, O2, and CI2, in an intense (1011"14 W/cm2) laser field.
Measurements include energy and angularly resolved vibrational photoelectron
spectroscopy, as well as mass spectroscopy.
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Recently, schematic theoretical1'2 and experimental3 investigations have begun
to examine questions concerning the high field behavior of molecules. Obviously
these studies become inherently more complex due to the richness of molecular
structure (internal degrees of freedom) but do raise some interesting and unique
aspects concerning the role and interplay of ionization and dissociation. The special
problem presented by the study of molecular species is the disentanglement of the
field from the structural effects. We have begun a schematic investigation of homo-
and hetero-nuclear diatomics in an intense field. In this paper we will report results
for hydrogen, oxygen, and chlorine molecules.

Briefly, the experimental apparatus consist of an ultra-high vacuum system equipped
with a time-of-flight (TOF) electron and mass spectrometer. The electron spectrom-
eter provides both angular and energy (50 meV at 1 eV total energy) resolution while
the mass spectrometer provides mass/charge and fragment kinetic energy informa-
tion. Various UHP grades of trapped gases were used to systematically eliminate
the possibilities of impurities. Gas densities of 109~u molecules/cm3 were intro-
duced via an effusive source. The number of ions formed in the interaction volume
was kept fixed at 50-100 ions/shot, in order to minimize space-charge effects. Both
a NdrYAG (1.06/*m) and a Nd:YLF (1.05/xm) lasers and their harmonics were used
in this study, the details of each are described elsewhere4'5.

The figure on the next page shows the hydrogen photoelectron spectrum at var-
ious intensities resulting from excitation with 532 nm radiation. The tick marks
indicated the positions of the unperturbed vibrational levels of the Oj ground
state. Vibrational structure is easily observed in our high resolution spectrome-
ter. Furthermore, the peak widths, intensities and positions change with varying
laser intensity. Low energy electron suppression resulting from ponderomotive shifts
is also evident in our data. Similarly, shifts are observed in the proton's (fragment)
kinetic energy along with the observation of above threshold dissociation (ATD).
This dynamical evolution of the data provides a stringent test for numerical results



obtained by modeling a dress molecular, state or bond softening picture. These
results will be presented and compared to existing models.
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The figure below is a compilation of photoelectron data resulting from the 6-
photon ionization of oxygen molecules with intense 532-nm radiation. The three-
dimensional graph shows a strong dependence of the photoelectron energy distri-
bution with changing laser energy. This implies an energy-dependent change in the
ion's vibrational content. As shown, a small change in the laser energy results in
a significant variation in the vibrational distribution. These results would suggest
that alternate paths or mechanisms are responsible for this behavior and a model
invoking a static Franck-Condon picture is inappropriate and certainly not a simple
X—>X non-resonant transition. This is not surprising since "non-resonant" multi-
photon ionization should lose its definition in molecules, suggesting a more prevalent
need for intermediate state structure than atoms. A model will be presented that



describes this effect using "near" resonances below threshold and the consequential
influence on above threshold behavior.
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